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Girls Who Change the World: privacy policy
How we may use your personal data
•

We may process your personal data and that of your students ourselves or through
data processors, who will process data on our behalf. In either case, we will remain
responsible for ensuring your personal data, and that of your students, is processed
in accordance with STEM Learning’s Privacy Policy, these Official Rules and all
relevant data protection regulations.

•

We will only use your personal data and that of your students: fairly and lawfully; as
set out in these Official Rules and/or the Privacy Policy; and to the extent necessary
for the purposes of the Competition, including arranging your receipt of the prize.

•

Winners may be requested to take part in promotional activity and STEM Learning
Ltd reserves the right to use the names and schools of winners, their photographs
and audio and/or visual recordings of them in any publicity. Winners may be required
to take part in further reasonable promotional activities. This will be included on the
consent forms that must be signed by a parent or carer of all entrants attending the
Final Event, and supplied by you to STEM Learning in advance of the final.

•

We will ensure that your personal data and that of your students is not used if we
know that it is not accurate and up to date and we will not keep it for longer than
necessary. Data relating to entrants will be retained by STEM Learning Ltd for a
reasonable period of time after the promotion closes to assist STEM Learning Ltd in
operating promotions in a consistent manner and to deal with any queries relating to
the promotion.

•

Winners’ names and school names will be included on the STEM Learning Ltd’s
website and in the STEM Learning Ltd’s eNewsletter. This will be included on the
consent forms that must be signed by a parent or carer of all entrants attending the
Final Event, and supplied by you to STEM Learning Ltd in advance of the final.

•

STEM Learning may disclose your personal data and the personal data of your
students to The Walt Disney Company Limited 3 Queen Caroline Street, London, W6
9PE (“Disney”) to be used for the following purposes; for Disney to fulfill elements of
the Competition including the Education Day and Final and deliver Competition
prizes directly to you or your students in accordance with the Official Rules
(performance of a contract). Disney will store the personal data for the length of time
needed to fulfil the purposes outlined in this Privacy Notice. If you or your students
wish to have your information removed prior to this period, please contact us at
datasecurity@stem.org.uk.

•

Winners may be requested to take part in promotional activity and STEM Learning
Ltd reserves the right to use the names and schools of winners, their photographs
and audio and/or visual recordings of them in any publicity. Winners may be required
to take part in further reasonable promotional activities. This will be included on the
consent forms that must be signed by a responsible adult or carer of all entrants
attending the Education Day and Final, and supplied by you to STEM Learning in
advance of the Education Day and Final Event.

